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    RITTLE’S ANNUAL Graduation 
  Ceremony, the highlight of the 
College calendar, drew families and 

friends, civic dignitaries and other well-wishers to the 
celebrations at Chelmsford Cathedral.

College Patron Alan Titchmarsh has been making 
the day extra special in recent years for many students 
who collect their certificates from him. And again this 
year, the famous TV celebrity, gardener and author 
praised students’ achievement and wished graduates 
well in their professional lives.

He said "Writtle is full for next year and this reflects 
the skills of your tutors and lecturers and you as 
graduates – shining lights of what can be achieved. I 
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A warm welcome to 
Arena.

This year the spotlight 
is on research with a 
fascinating insight into 
some of the pioneering 
work in which the College 
is involved, all dedicated 
to making a real 
difference to the world 
around us.

We’ve interviewed 
students, celebrities, 

staff, governors and business partners to bring you a 
flavour of life and work at Writtle. Collectively, their 
stories illustrate the extraordinary role that Writtle plays 
in shaping and protecting the land and environment. 
Together, their contributions provide inspirational and 
thought-provoking commentary from both leadership 
and grass roots perspectives.

Strikingly for its size, the College now has 20 active 
PhD students undertaking research. We have just a 
glimpse into their work through the pages of Arena but 
the projects they are tackling and the ground-breaking 
nature of their studies are sure to hit the headlines both 
in the UK and worldwide. Handling the welfare of 
dangerous breeds of dogs, tackling postharvest issues in 
areas of conflict and understanding the micro-climates 
of forested areas are just some of the many serious 
issues that we focus on.

The College has been building its relationships with 
business too and acts as a consultant on large and 
small-scale projects from major retail brands to 
entrepreneurial start-up companies. We’ve provided a 
snapshot here of our business partnerships and the 
promising growth potential for Writtle in this area.

We hope there’s something for everyone in this year’s 
issue from news of otters on campus to an inside view 
of the Millennium Seed Bank project at Kew Gardens 
and graduation day with our indefatigable patron Alan 
Titchmarsh.

If you are new to Writtle, we look forward to 
welcoming you through the pages of Arena and beyond. 
If you are an old friend of the College, we hope you will 
feel inspired by the direction in which Writtle is heading 
and will stay with us on the journey.

CAROLINE BENYON

Editorial team
Editor:  Caroline Benyon, Writtle College
Production: Mick Dunstan, Growing Media 
Photography: Clare Banks
Design: Ged Lennox, gedesign

Front cover 
Writtle College Governor  
Professor Hugh Pritchard at Kew
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Christine Walkden, left,  
with Wol and Sue Staines

Sally Gunnell  
with Peter Philpot

Cricketer Graham Gooch  
with Principal Professor Dave Butcher
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have been attending these ceremonies over several 
years and the achievements of students never cease 
to amaze me. Knowing what I have learned about this 
College and the kinds of people Writtle turns out, I 
have no doubt that our landscape is in the safest of 
hands."

Cricketing legend Graham Gooch hosted the 
second day of the ceremonies. Having sent his two 
daughters to Writtle, Graham is no stranger to the 
College.

This year, the distinguished line-up also included 
celebrated horticulturalist and TV personality 
Christine Walkden, leading athlete Sally Gunnell, Essex 
agriculturalist Peter Philpot and talented gardeners 

and fundraisers, Wol and Sue Staines. All received 
Honorary Doctorates.

Christine studied at the College in the early 1980s 
and has gone on to lecture nationally and 
internationally. She is known to millions through 
regular appearances on BBC1’s The One Show and 
her own series, Christine’s Garden.

Sally Gunnell is one of the UK’s most popular 
sportspeople. She has become one of the country’s 
leading speakers on well-being and health and fitness 
and has played a leading role in introducing children 
to healthier lifestyles.

Peter Philpot has made an outstanding 
contribution to agriculture and the education of 

schoolchildren on rural life and history through the 
Barleylands Farm Park and Craft Village. A former 
Writtle student, Peter has had roles on high profile 
committees, including at the National Farmers Union. 
The Essex Country Show at Barleylands is the largest 
of its kind in the South East, attracting more than 
37,000 visitors.

Final recipients for this year’s honorary doctorates, 
Wol and Sue Staines, have supported horticultural 
and garden design students at Writtle over many 
years, allowing them access to their private garden, 
Glen Chantry. They retired from gardening in 2009 but 
their pioneering garden has been featured on several 
TV programmes.



TRONG GROWTH in 
 research activity at Writtle 
could lead to a four-fold 

increase in the number of researchers 
compared with two years ago.

Back then, the College had eight 
researchers, according to Dr Tim 
Whitaker, research co-ordinator at 
Writtle. “What we’ve been doing since 
then is grow that number to around 20 
this year and in a year or so we hope to 
be looking at around 30 postgraduate 
researchers. That is a significant 
increase for us.”

A new research strategy is linked to 
efforts to broaden research skills. 
Writtle sees the development of its 
research profile leading to an increase 
in academic credibility and greater 
esteem, leading to the recruitment of 
high quality students.

In a time of great change in rural 
economies, the strategy is strongly 
linked in with the College aim to 
become a recognised provider of skills 
and expertise that enable industries to 
succeed. Research is now also a firm 
part of the personal development of 
College staff.

Tim set out some of the reasons 
behind the new strategy. “We want to 
make sure that learning and teaching 
are informed and developed by our 
research activity at Writtle. It will help 
to create a research and innovation 
culture here and provide information 
for the industries we serve in this area. 

It will create opportunities to generate 
income and ensure our people’s 
strengths and talents are developed to 
the full.”

The targets are clear too, said Tim. 
“Writtle is keen to improve the level of 
staff qualifications, improve its 
number of postgraduate and post-
doctoral students and increase the 
number of externally-funded projects.” 
Research interests and achievements 
will be a main criteria for the 
appointment of new staff, he said.

Writtle’s focus is on applied 
research, connected with industry and 
delivering outputs that are relevant 
now. The main areas of activity are 
animal and equine science – a strong 
part of the activity with the largest 
number of researchers – postharvest 
and habitat conservation. Tim said 
“There is also new research in our 
School of Design, focused on 
landscape architecture – which is 
removed from the traditional core and 
an area that is very exciting where we 

have a good and growing reputation.”
Writtle’s postgraduates follow 

either a taught programme – where 
students produce a dissertation that is 
high enough quality to be considered 
for publication – or as students who 
are solely undertaking a research 
programme with little classroom-based 
activity. 

Students can aspire to a Masters by 
Dissertation, generally one year of 
study and research or a PhD, which is a 
three-year programme.

The College has also taken the 
decision to join the Research 
Excellence Framework process in 2013, 
along with other UK universities. 
Submissions for research funding are 
judged on merit on work produced 
over the previous five years. 

“We expect all staff to be involved in 
some way – whether it is directly in 
research or in consultancy work or 
training for industry. The amount of 
REF funding we receive may not be 
vast but could be significant.”

Research is playing an ever-larger part in the academic life 
of Writtle College. We’ve been looking at how things stand, 
what’s being planned – and, right, at one new piece of work, 
just starting, on the topical subject of dangerous dogs …

Research students starting PhD projects this year at Writtle include:
◆  Thulile Sgwane and Nieky van Veggel – who are undertaking PhDs in ruminant nutrition
◆  Tracey Coop – looking at the effects of selenium supplementation on stallion fertility
◆  Nicola Green – whose PhD is on the subject of oestrous detection in dairy cows
◆  Marina Bernardo – who is researching business management and change within organisations
◆  Kumasi Sumedha – who is looking at Urban Green Space dynamics in Colombo, Sri Lanka
◆  Janna Sudhoff – whose PhD will study posture and position – a comparative study of the equestrian 

rider, mounted and unmounted.

Moving up a gear
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Tina Delaney’s heart has always been in animal 
welfare.

She has just finished her MSc at Writtle – in 
animal biology and welfare – and is starting her 
PhD, which will examine the genetic basis of 
aggression in Pitbull terriers.

Her first step into the world of higher 
education came at the relatively late age of 32 
– when she did a BSc Science degree with the 
Open University. All of her studies have fitted 
alongside her full-time job as manager of the 
animal welfare service at Newham in London.

“I love studying but I have always had to 
work to pay the mortgage,” says Tina. “My job 
funds my education so it’s taking a bit longer 
than most people. We do a lot of dangerous 
dog work in Newham and are recognised as a 
leading local authority in this area.” 

Tina’s MSc focused on improving the welfare 
of Pitbulls in kennel environments as they are 
notoriously difficult to house, because of their 
aggressive instincts. They are an increasing and 
dangerous problem in many inner city areas, 
where they are often seen as a status dog. “Last 
year, the London Borough of Newham seized 55 
dangerous dogs and the Metropolitan Police 
seized 1,152. Like many other local authorities, 
we have lots of complaints about members of 
the public being intimidated by young people 
involved in criminal or anti-social behaviour 
using these dogs as weapons.” 

Tina’s PhD will take five or six years to 
complete – and will involve work in the United 
States as well as the UK. 

A recent UK report that many children 
thought a dog growling and baring its teeth was 
smiling horrifies her. “I think children need to be 
educated about warning signs from dogs and 
should never be left on their own with a dog. 
You can’t teach anyone to be intuitive but you 
can teach basic signs.” 

She sees real benefits from her research. “If 
you can identify genetic markers for aggression, 
we could breed out that aggression in certain 
breeds. I hope it will help us understand why 
dogs bite sometimes as well as more about the 
canine/human relationship.” 

Getting to 
the heart 
of aggression
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     R PETER HOBSON, a senior 
    lecturer at Writtle, is a researcher 
on ecosystem resilience to climate 

change, and through his work is contributing to 
the wider international body of science in this field. 

He has ambitions of working closely with 
colleagues to build the College’s higher education 
conservation programme into a national centre of 
excellence with a strong, sector-based focus. 

The Writtle conservation team conducts a 
broad range of collaborative activities with 
industry as well as with other academic 
establishments both in the UK and internationally. 

Working closely with German research partners, 
Peter is involved with a major conservation 
programme in the Ukrainian Carpathians as well 
as other biodiversity and climate change initiatives. 
In recent years, the development of PhD studies in 
conservation at Writtle has contributed 
significantly to Peter’s research on climate change 
and ecosystem resilience. 

Through their research activities on forest 
systems and climate change, Peter, together with 
the small team of PhD students, have presented 
their findings at a number of high profile 
international conferences including in Prague, 
Canada, South Korea and the UK.

 After the publication of papers on a New 
Ecosystem Approach to Sustainability and Poverty 
Alleviation, Peter will be joining German colleagues 

to present findings at the Convention for 
Conservation Biology, COP10 congress in Nagoya, 
Japan. Meanwhile, his PhD student will travel to 
Germany, funded by the German Government, to 
present a joint paper on forests, climate change 
and ecosystem resilience at a special conference on 
beech forests.

The German Federal Government is funding a 
conservation initiative to safeguard old growth 
forests in the Carpathian Mountains of the 
Ukraine, one of the few remaining old growth 
beech forests in Europe. In partnership with 
academic staff from the University of Applied 
Science, Eberswalde, Germany, Peter has been 
invited to contribute to the programme. “This is 
one of the last few remaining areas of wilderness in 
the region, a pristine landscape, complete with 
bears, wolves and lynx” said Peter.

Peter’s research has taken him to other areas of 
wilderness forest including the northern boreal 
forests of Finland. Working closely with his PhD 
student, Peter Mickleburgh, he has undertaken 
extensive studies of the ecology of old growth 
forest in collaboration with the Oulanka Biological 
Station, Finland. 

Peter said “There are large areas of forest that 
have been undisturbed by human activity. These 
forests continue to enjoy pristine conditions as a 
result of strict protection. They provide a valuable 
opportunity to study the microclimate and ecology 

of unaffected landscapes and provide important 
benchmarks for the sustainable management of 
forested lands.”

In heavily managed forests, winter temperatures 
may drop as low as -10 degrees, while temperature 
conditions in adjoining untouched forests may not 
go much below -3 or -4 degrees. Conversely, during 
the warm summer months, the temperatures 
within “low impact” forests may remain 
substantially cooler than those in the surrounding 
modified landscapes. These findings may provide 
a valuable contribution towards efforts to mitigate 
against the effects of climate change. 

The wider implications to the research carried 
out by Peter and his PhD team is the potential role 
of woodland in moderating regional climate in the 
wider landscape. So far, the studies have 
demonstrated that woodlands produce a cooling 
‘halo’ effect in adjacent, open, farmed landscape. 

In his role as scientific advisor to the Forestry 
Commission Regional Woodland Group for East 
of England, Peter states that the UK is actively 
working towards meeting the challenges of climate 
change by promoting an aggressive programme of 
new forest planting. These new native woodlands 
are designed to combat the problems of carbon 
emissions. 

Peter hopes more countries will pull together to 
tackle the ever-challenging aspects of climate 
change.

We’ve been seeking the views of two of Writtle 
College’s researchers about the controversial 
topic of climate change. First up is Dr Peter 
Hobson and College Principal Professor Dave 
Butcher, far right, completes the coverage  
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Is there  
still time  
to adjust? 

That’s the question 
that’s been raised 
recently. Writtle College Principal 
Professor Dave Butcher gives his view      

 

❝ The need for research into environmental 
issues has never been greater. The twin threats of 
climate change and the decline in oil reserves are 
likely to require humanity to adjust our lives more 
rapidly and more radically than ever before. Some 
authors such as James Lovelock have suggested 
that humanity is too stupid to prevent the worst 
effects of climate change and that the pace of our 
adjustments is too slow. 

We may, he argues, already be making the 
wrong decisions. The conversion of land hitherto 
used to grow food into crops for fuel may benefit 
some people in the developed world, for example, 
but may radically worsen the impact of climate 
change on food supply for the rest of humanity.

In recent months the science of climate change 
has been heavily criticised; the leaking of emails 
and the mistaken claim that all Himalayan glaciers 
could melt by 2030 have weakened confidence in 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), yet the science of climate change has never 
been more robust. 

It is clear that climate change has been caused 
by human action and that the predicted increases 
in temperature will be a serious threat, certainly to 
the lifestyles that the developed world currently 
enjoys and potentially to the very existence of 
humanity.

 One particular concern amongst the scientific 
community is the potential for step changes in the 
upward curve of temperature rise. These might be 
caused by the collapse of a gigantic glacier such as 
the Pine Island glacier in Antarctica or the release 
of significant volumes of carbon currently locked 
up in the form of peat in northern latitudes. 

My field of study is the release of such carbon 
in the form of dissolved organic carbon from 
upland peat environments in the UK. Its release in 
to the rivers and streams of the uplands has led to 
a rise in the discolouration of water supplies with 
consequent problems for the water companies 
treating this water. ❞

matters i i lll



POETRY HAS been helping some of 
Writtle’s horticultural, floristry and 
landscape design students to 
appreciate the characteristics of some 
of the plants they study and work 
with in new ways.

And their efforts have now been 
collected in a new, self-published 
book – Poems Inspired by Plants. 

It features dozens of stunning 
photographs of plants, season by 
season – from hawthorn and 
witchhazel to tulips and daisies. Each 
is accompanied by a short poem 
inspired by the work of poet Alec 
Findlay that academic staff saw 
during a visit to the Yorkshire 
Sculpture Park and which they 
integrated into students’ learning.

Jill Raggett, Manager of Writtle’s 
Centre for the Arts and Design in the 
Environment, said “Students wrote 
the poems as an exercise in looking at 
plants and expressing what they saw 
in an unexpected way; they capture 
what plants mean to people. The 
plant name appears vertically in the 
one-word lines of the poem. One of 
the poems reads “Stupendous bulb 
sleeps till spring” – and spells out the 
word “tulip”.

“It’s one way we use to enhance the 
learning process for our students – 
and it worked. They were all so 
enthusiastic and produced such great 
poems we had to create something 
special. We’ve had a great reception 
for the book – and a wonderful review 
from as far away as New Zealand.”

Copies of the book, designed by 
CADE, are available online through 
www.blurb.com. 
◆ Another book produced in a 
similar format is Berlin – a look at 
a study tour by garden design and 
landscape architecture students.

The tour aims to connect 
students with the broader 
European scene and to enhance 
their understanding of 
contemporary place, space and 
identity. Jill said “It gives us the 
chance to highlight some of the 
experiences our students have been 
involved with during their course 
– reflections and images captured 
in this gem of a publication.”

IMAGES: JELENA MONE (CADE CREATIVE DESIGNER), STEVE TERRY (SENIOR LECTURER IN DESIGN)
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DR JEREMY STRONG, Head of Higher Education 
at Writtle College, is the new Chair of the 
Association of Adaptation Studies. Having 
previously been Secretary of the association, created 
in 2006, he will serve for three years. 

Adaptation Studies examine the ways in which 
stories are adapted between media, including 
novel-to-film but also TV, radio, computer 
games, biography, new media and 
art. 

“It is a great honour,” said 
Dr Strong. “Having done my 
PhD in this area, it is 
pleasing to be heading up 
a thriving association, 
many of whose names 
are to be found in the 
bibliography of my 
thesis! We achieved 
charitable status this 
year, a key milestone, 
and Adaptation – the 
journal started in 
2008 – goes from 
strength to strength.” 
It is a peer-reviewed 
journal published by Oxford 
University Press. Dr Strong 
serves on the editorial board. 

Otters have returned to Writtle College 
estate after an absence of many years, to 
the joy of conservation lecturer Alan 
Roscoe, who has found their droppings, 
or spraints.

“They’re not the most glamorous 
thing to get excited about,” confesses 
Alan, “but it does prove one of our 
best-loved mammals is back.” 

Otters suffered huge declines across 
Britain in the early and mid parts of last 
century, but are making a comeback, 
aided by cleaner water and conservation 
projects. 

Alan is a fan. “Otters are fabulous 
creatures, but we also think they carry 
out an important role in the 
conservation of their cousin, the water 

vole. Water vole on the College estate 
disappeared about seven years ago, about 
the same time we started seeing 
American mink, which eat vole. 

“But otters, which are close relatives 
of the mink, are bigger and heavier and 
we think they may drive the mink out of 
the area, leaving it safe for water vole 
again.” 

Sadly, Alan says otters are shy, and 
active at night, meaning most people will 
never see one. “But just to know they are 
back is a great!” says Alan.

◆ Alan writes a monthly column in 
the Essex Chronicle called Nature 
Around Us, featuring topics like 
swallow migration and fungi.

Otters make campus comeback

Adaptation post for 
HE head Jeremy



Greater efforts are now being made to 
engage Writtle College with commerce – 
locally, nationally and internationally.  
We’ve been finding out what’s happening…

10 A R E N A  2 0 1 0

Business c

Part of the work Writtle is doing 
around the world involves two 
consultancies run by senior lecturer 
Henry Matthews. Here, he explains 
the kind of work being done.

❝ 
The Federal Bank of the Middle East has agricultural clients in Tanzania, 

where they bought a bank a few years ago. Several have limited knowledge of 
agriculture and needed some independent evaluation of three of the businesses 
with heavy debt exposure. I visited these three businesses and delivered a report 
assessing their position and making recommendations to the bank about their 
viability – and to the organisations on how they might improve performance.
Niras is an independent consultancy company facilitating a programme for 
DANIDA, the Danish aid organisation, in Lviv, Ukraine. This aims to 
improve the livelihoods of rural households and farm businesses by increasing 
the efficiency and effectiveness of two value chains – milk and fruit and 
vegetables. My role will be to evaluate the chains, make recommendations 
about improvements and provide training for farmers and householders. ❞

V     ICKY HITCHAM IS Writtle’s   
  first Business Development 
Manager – and has just started 

work to boost College activity in this 
area.

It’s early days yet but Vicky, a 
former Writtle student, already sees a 
huge potential. “The senior 
management team wishes to develop a 
new focus on business engagement to 
build a sustainable future for the 
College and encourage an 
entrepreneurial culture and I’ve been 
brought in to help support this 
growth. There is so much Writtle can 
offer to support businesses – not just 
through Government-funded schemes 
but also directly through consultancy 
and research.

“I know from my own experience 
that Writtle has a wealth of knowledge, 
expertise and facilities to offer and I’ll 
be making businesses aware of how we 

can work alongside them to benefit 
their company. That could be anything 
from work-based apprentices all the 
way up to Knowledge Transfer 
Partnerships or a bespoke research 
project.”

Vicky has dealt with all areas of 
business engagement. She’s seen 
first-hand how business and Writtle 
can work together. “My final year 
student dissertation was funded by a 
company wishing to look at the effect 
of a synbiotic on the equine digestive 
system. 

“The collaboration between Writtle 
and the business was very successful 
and gained excellent results that were 
used to develop and market a new feed 
supplement. These relationships can 
also benefit the students; it helped 
further my career as I became their 
equine nutritionist after graduating.”

In the last five years, she’s been 

working in the public sector – as a 
business adviser with Business Link 
before moving on to the Train To Gain 
scheme. More recently, she has used 
her PRINCE2 project management 
skills by working in a more operational 
capacity, including managing a 
European socially funded project in 
Luton on leadership skills in the 
aerospace and creative industries.

“I’ve dealt with all areas of business 
engagement and seen it working from 
both sides,” said Vicky. “Across the 
higher and further education sectors, 
the environment is changing rapidly. 
We want to work in a more focused, 
strategic way ensuring Writtle is 
known as the place to come for 
research, consultancy and employer 
focused training.. We’re aiming to be 
flexible and reactive.”

She sees the College offer being far 
more joined up in future and is all set 

for a series of marketing events over 
the next few months. “We want to 
showcase the College to businesses in 
our catchment area and further afield 
including an event before Christmas 
to help clarify the support that Writtle 
can still offer to businesses following 
the spending review.”

One area Vicky feels is important is 
the lack of understanding in 
companies of how they can benefit 
from working with a higher education 
institution for research and 
development. 

“Some sectors such as engineering 
and aerospace will be more 
comfortable with R&D, whereas for 
many more it can be quite foreign and 
they wouldn’t realise the broad range 
of projects Writtle can support them 
with. We want to make everyone aware 
of what’s possible. We want to work 
collaboratively.”



A NEW SUPPORT HARNESS for use in 
transporting horses is being tested as part of a 
consultancy arrangement with Writtle College.

Harness designer Jo Harwood-Smith, above, 
runs the Essex-based business Benoxer that is 
behind the product. She chose Writtle because she 
wanted thorough scientific and objective testing 
before the launch of the harness.

Jo, who hopes to launch it early next year, said 
“It’s valuable to have people like those at Writtle 
who really know their stuff on horses and the effect 
travel has on them. That’s important to me.”

Jo, who trained as a lawyer to specialise in 
animal welfare prosecutions, has already designed 
a travel harness for dogs – her own design that she 
produced after her elderly pet dog was injured in a 
minor car accident a few years ago. A patent has 
been granted to cover both dog and horse 
harnesses.

“The horse harness is an extension to what 
we’ve done already and we want to be able to have 
it sold as an accessory when someone buys a horse 
box,” says Jo, who wants to win awards in two 
competitions in 2011. “Horses normally find 
travelling stressful and this harness will reduce that. 
It picks up any movement during braking, 
cornering and so, supports the horse and protects 
the face, teeth and chest. It also gives the driver 
greater peace of mind as well,” she said.

“I’ve always known about Writtle College and 
I’m delighted to have them on board.”

Designer reins  
in the experts
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First for Writtle…       
New Business 
Development 
Manager Vicky 
Hitcham



The standard approach is to put the tomatoes 
into deep wooden boxes with rough sides. “We’re 
now replacing those with a shallow tray where the 
tomatoes are stacked about three deep. This reduces 
the frictional damage, the air flow is improved and 
there is not the weight on the bottom layer.

“It means they can be harvested fairly green, 
ripened in storage and hand-sorted only once, all of 
which adds up to savings of around 20 per cent of 
the crop. The good news is that the trays can be paid 
for with the reduction in losses in just one or one and 
a half harvests – and there are three a year.”

In Ethiopia, the crops under consideration were 
mainly green beans and strawberries. A US-funded 
aid project, aimed at supporting the democratic 
government of the country by assisting generators of 
foreign exchange, growers within a three-hour drive 
of the capital Addis Ababa were studied. 

Strawberries – destined for Europe and Russia – 
are harvested from the fields in trays and sometimes 
sat in full sun for up to 30 minutes before reaching 
the pack house. It meant they had a flesh 
temperature in the region of 35 degrees C. 

“One simple solution is to put an empty tray on 
top so the strawberries are always in the shade. The 
trays are carried four deep to the pack house – so an 
empty tray on the top had the same effect. It reduced 
the flesh temperature to 20 degrees C, which 
produces significant savings.”

Old collective farms in Ethiopia employing 
around 400 people have been split up into a small, 
high-value horticultural operation – which now 
employs around 5,000, making a big difference to the 
rural economy and to exports.

In Brazil, Exportaminas, a government agency, 
commissioned Chris to work to improve logistics and 
infrastructure, with the aim of ensuring all is in place 
before the 2014 football finals. 

One of his first tasks has been to design a 
perishable air freight facility at the main airport, 
which transports large volumes of locally-grown fruit 
and vegetables, including papayas and the famed 
Palmer mangoes. “I was also working with bananas, 
where losses of between 30 and 40 per cent can occur 
between harvesting and final destination,” said Chris. 

Countries around the globe continue to seek advice 
from Writtle on how to make sure more of the food they 
grow reaches the market. We’ve been finding out more…

A world

Postharvest expert…
Dr Chris Bishop who has been advising 
organisations in Mauritius, Ethiopia and Brazil
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AURITIUS AND ETHIOPIA are 
just two of the recent exotic 
locations on the travel itinerary 
of Dr Chris Bishop. 

Chris, Reader in postharvest technology, is 
internationally acclaimed for his expertise on 
postharvest research and has also been helping 
Brazil to tackle postharvest food wastage as the 
country prepares to host the 2014 football World 
Cup.

“In Mauritius, we were looking at postharvest 
losses on cooking tomatoes, an important part of 
the local diet,” said Chris. 

“In this European Union-funded project, we 
looked at the traditional way they are harvested, 
ripened and sold and at low-cost improvements 
for small farmers.”

M  



ld of difference
GOING THE EXTRA 
FOOD MILE
Chris is often asked about how 
important are food miles when 
considering what fresh fruit and 
vegetables to buy. In general, his 
view is that buying local is best. 
But it is not always that simple, 
he admits.

“However, if you look at food 
miles and carbon dioxide 
produced, warming a glasshouse 
to grow that food can make a 
dramatic difference. For example, 
cut flowers air freighting from 
Kenya have a fifth of the carbon 
dioxide production compared to 
growing them in a heated 
greenhouse in Holland or Britain.

“Making decisions in this area 
is always difficult for consumers. 
I’d say look at the label and if 
you are in East Anglia and the 
product is from East Anglia, go 
for it.

“One other aspect – and this 
is very important – is that buying 
green beans from, say, Kenya, 
brings employment to rural 
Africa. Just saying you are not 
going to buy imported food is a 
blinkered view. There’s a lot more 
to it.”

13



They’ve been described as business’s best 
friend – and the Government’s best kept 
secret. We’ve been finding out about 
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships and why 
Writtle’s keen to play its part…

14 A R E N A  2 0 1 0

FINDING NEW WAYS to cut down on food wastage 
by providing innovative packaging solutions is one of 
the reasons for the success of Fresh Technologies UK, 
the global packaging business based at Writtle. The 
company is pioneering in the conceptualisation and 
introduction of new packaging methods, taking into 
account each and every food’s uniqueness.

As one of the company’s founders, Richard King is 
passionate about challenging the way that food is 
packaged to enable optimum storage and distribution 
from the time that it is harvested. He also values the 
access to world class academic expertise at the 
College, especially within the postharvest unit.

Richard is acutely aware of consumer aspirations 
for limiting quantities of packaging and has to balance 
this view alongside the major food retailers’ challenges 
of keeping produce at optimum freshness when it 
arrives on the supermarket shelf. “We only produce 
packaging that has a purpose” he emphasises.

“Freshtech currently supplies all of the major retail 
chains in the UK and we have a target to reduce 

packaging as well as developing technologies to meet 
growth targets,” Richard explains.

Reduction in carbon footprinting is a major 
consideration for the team and the company has 
manufacturing partnerships in Turkey, the United 
States and the EU to focus on this. Additionally, 
Freshtech is exploring the development of 
compostable packaging which, in order to comply 
with EU regulations will need to compost within 90 
days in an industrial composting environment.

To meet these challenges, bringing enthusiastic and 
bright people into the team is a priority for the 
company and this has led the business to consider 
embarking on a formal KTP arrangement with Writtle. 
This will lead to the appointment of a postgraduate 
researcher within the business who will focus on the 
development of antimicrobial technology.

“Sara Potton, the student who will be undertaking 
the KTP with us, shone like a diamond,” said Richard 
who is enthusiastic about the opportunity to work 
closely with the academic community, recognising that 

WRITTLE IN ACTION

Where real 
partnership 
pays off

Packing a commercial punch

OMPANIES CANNOT 
always respond to new 
business opportunities as 

they arise – but Writtle can help to 
identify and implement real solutions 
that offer diversification, growth and 
competitive advantage.

One of the main schemes – called a 
Knowledge Transfer Partnership – 
means a recent graduate can be taken 
on to solve a specific issue of strategic 
importance with a Government grant 
towards the cost of a project that can 
pay real dividends.

Latest statistics show the average 
national rise in a company’s profits 
from being involved with a KTP is 
£290,000 and will also involve the 
creation of eight genuine new jobs as 
well as increasing the skills of existing 
staff. Around 1,000 KTPs operate 
around the UK at any one time.

Writtle has plenty of partnership 
experience and, says Andy Sparks, 
Head of Further Education and the 
man heading up business development 

at the College, is keen to do more. 
“We’ll be far more pro-active in future. 
We can take the hassle out of the initial 
application process and make it simple 
and straightforward.”

A KTP event is being planned for 
the College later this year – and Writtle 
will also be attending roadshows 
around the region too.

The KTP pays benefits all round – to 
the company, to the graduate and to 
Writtle College. Project Manager Nigel 
Kirby explained some of the 
background. “Recent partnerships 
involved working with a Suffolk 
company on the eradication of 
Japanese knotweed – and also with an 
Essex-based company to increase the 
shelf life of tomatoes.

“Our latest project, with Fresh 
Technologies, is looking at work on 
food packaging. Any company with an 
interest in a KTP can approach the 
Innovation and Enterprise Office at 
Writtle, and we will talk and guide 
them through the process – which 

they a iiirise bu
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Knowledge sharing…
Above, Andy Sparks and, far left, Associate 
Sara Potton with Freshtech’s Richard King
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this type of partnership can result in significant 
benefits for business.

“This arrangement commits even further the value 
partnership between the College and Freshtech and 
both parties will benefit from the potential that this 
linkage will achieve. If we succeed with this project, 
we will move from being one of the industry leaders 
to the position of the UK’s premier packaging 
company as no-one has so far managed to 
successfully develop and implement antimicrobial 
technology in the way that we envisage.

Both Freshtech and academic experts within 
Writtle College will be working to develop pioneering 
techniques to enable Richard to achieve this goal and 
remain at the forefront for inspirational packaging 
solutions. With regard to the future growth of 
Freshtech as a business, Richard’s view is that “the 
only way to be better than the competition is not to 
be the largest but to be the most innovative”.

◆ Find out more at www.freshtechuk.com

really is straightforward . 
In general, once approved the 

maximum annual grant available is 
£60,000 of which the Government 
picks up 67 per cent and the 
company 33 per cent. For 
small and medium 
enterprises.

“This can be 
a really 
valuable 
involvement 
for any 
company. For 
the graduate 
appointed, it 
could be their 

first job after getting their degree and 
gives them practical experience of 
applying their knowledge in a real 
business situation, facing the pressures 
and constraints of commercial life. 

For a company, it provides an 
opportunity to assess a 

highly-qualified 
individual at a modest 
salary – and with the 

continuing support 
of the academic 
base that Writtle 
provides.”

The 
partnership is a 

three-way affair 

– with a Local Management Committee 
comprising of a Company Supervisor, 
the Academic Supervisor , the 
Associate and the Regional KTP 
Adviser to check progress on a project 
using public money.

“For the Graduate – or Associate as 
they are known in the scheme – a KTP 
will deliver outputs and findings that 
may well inform teaching in the College 
or give an opportunity to produce 
specialist modules. It could also mean 
attending conferences as well as the 
submission of journals and papers.”

Andy’s commitment to the future of 
KTPs also includes College graduates. 
“What we’re trying to do is give our 

Higher Education students a greater 
knowledge of the partnerships, 
enabling them to start talking to 
companies about opportunities when 
they finish their degree – and the 
possibility of bringing a Government 
grant with them. It gives time for the 
relationship to develop and, in effect, 
they become part of the Writtle sales 
force,” he said.

◆ For more information about 
KTPs and how they could work 
for your organisation, contact 
the Writtle Business 
Development Unit on 01245 
424275, extension 25626. 



THE JAPAN SOCIETY – an organisation 
that studies Britain’s relationship with 
Japan – has been getting a helping hand 
from Writtle College.

Dr Jill Raggett, who manages the 
Centre for the Arts and Design in the 
Environment at the College, has for the 
last 20 years been leading research 
nationally into Japanese designers who 
came to Britain to create gardens for the 
wealthy in the early 20th century. She 
has travelled extensively in Japan to 
pursue her research and has met some of 
the relatives of the early designers who 
came to Britain.

“The Japan Society, a very respected 
organisation, heard about my work and 
asked me to contribute a chapter to a 
long-running series of biographical 
portraits,” said Jill. “As a result I went to 
the Japanese Embassy a few weeks ago 

to give a presentation to an invited 
audience about some of my discoveries 
– and the inspiration Japan has provided 
for British garden design.” 

Her interest began after seeing a 
‘Japanese garden’ during a visit to Kandy 
in Sri Lanka. “I thought how weird it was 
to find such a garden in Sri Lanka – and 
then I realised it wasn’t any stranger 
than finding a Japanese-style garden in 
Britain. I thought I’d better learn a bit 
more about my own preconceptions – 
and when I got back home there was no 
literature published on the subject. So, it  
has become my life’s work ever since 
then.”

Jill is currently engaged on a joint 
research project with a librarian in 
Canada. “We’re studying the first 
Japanese designer we can trace in Britain 
– a woman called Taki Handa, who 

created an extensive garden in Scotland. 
Recently we have been in contact with 
her descendants in Japan.”

She has been encouraged by the 
Japanese Garden Society to publish her 
work – and hopes to complete it in the 
next two years. “For me, it is important 
that Japanese gardens are in Japan,” she 
said. “Here, they can only be Japanese-
style gardens. The garden style and 
tradition of one country rarely translates 
effectively to another culture and 
climate. To be honest, most of my work 
is about cultural borrowing – how we 
take ideas from one place and put them 
in another.

“Quite clearly though, much can be 
learned from Japanese designers and 
their approach. Their work in gardens is 
about the expression of landscapes and 
the refinement of nature.”

New leaf… 
Jill, above, and the cover of the new 
volume from The Japan Society, to 
which she has contributed. 
Main picture…
Shukkei-en in Hiroshima
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Japanese 
style 
in the 
spotlight
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Dr Jeremy Strong Head of Higher Education at Writtle College

Our new PhDs
Five members of staff at Writtle College have been 
awarded their PhDs after the successful conclusion  
of their projects. Over the next three pages, they tell 
us about their research

❝ They have every reason to feel proud of themselves. The College is certainly very proud of them. 
Completing a PhD requires not just intelligence; it is a real test of determination and endurance too. Their 
research has been carried out alongside busy teaching schedules and the whole range of other College 
responsibilities. For the students at Writtle this means they have the advantage of being taught by staff who 
are not only great teachers but also innovative researchers at the forefront of their disciplines. I feel the 
variety of PhD topics represented here also speaks volumes about the unique range of courses and expertise 
available at the College. From Agricultural Science to Architecture, and from Sport to the Rural Economy; 
nowhere else in the University sector approaches the environment and land-based studies in quite such a 
distinctive way as Writtle.  ❞

◆ Dr Sam Mitchinson, Lecturer in Agriculture, was awarded a 
doctorate from the University of Reading (Rothamsted) for her 
work on Cereal cyst nematodes, a problematic pest in many 
countries throughout the world. They parasitize the roots of cereals, 
causing significant damage to crops and reducing yields. The cereal 
cyst nematode Heterodera filipjevi has been found to cause such 
damage in Scandinavia and had only been found in Britain at two 
sites. Her PhD project involved the study of this species and others 
in southern Britain. One of the main aims was to find out how 
widespread this species is and whether it poses a threat to UK 
agriculture. Dr Mitchinson determined that H. filipjevi is widespread 
throughout southern Britain, with mixed species occurring in the 
populations studied. However, levels of CCN are kept below the 
economic damage threshold due to fungal parasitism of the 
nematode eggs and females and therefore do not pose a threat at 
present. A similar natural biocontrol scenario had been found in 
studies conducted in the 1970s and 1980s, but this new research 
identified a different fungus as the parasite in the females.
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◆ Dr Kirsten Spencer, Course Scheme Manager for Sports 
and Exercise Performance, was awarded her PhD from the 
University of Essex for her investigation into the influence of 
coach gender on performance. Initial analysis of results 
showed that, in field hockey, female teams with male coaches 
over a four year span had a better performance outcome in 
terms of number of wins than female teams with female 
coaches. Chelladurai’s leadership model suggests that a 
team’s performance may be dependent both upon the 
characteristics of the coach and the actual 
coaching content, and that a 
gender difference for these 
variables may explain the 
performance variation.  Dr 
Spencer’s research tested 
this hypothesis and 
determined that the male 
coaches had a higher level of 
aspiration, used more tactical 
and strategic coaching styles 
and had a greater 
percentage of opposed 
and varied practice 
than the female 
coaches in the 
study.

◆ Dr Nicola Blackie is a Research Assistant in 
the School of Sport, Equine and Animal Science 
and secured her University of Essex PhD for 
research on lameness in dairy cattle, which is an 
economic and welfare issue in the UK dairy and 
worldwide. She used sports motion analysis 
software to quantify the gait of both sound and 
lame cattle. These measurements were used in 
conjunction with activity monitors attached to 
the cow’s leg which record standing and lying 
times. The raw accelerometer data was also 
compared with gait analysis to develop a 
method of detecting hoof lesions. It is possible 
that lesions may be detected faster using this 
method than by visual assessment of the cattle, 
allowing more prompt treatment. Detecting 
lesions earlier will have welfare benefits to the 
cattle and potential milk losses may be 
minimised through early treatment thus having 
an economic benefit to the dairy industry.
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◆ Dr Richard Cooke, Course Scheme Manager for Agriculture, was awarded his 
PhD from the University of Reading for work on the economics of bovine 
tuberculosis, a disease that has been on the increase in recent years despite the 
current implemented test and slaughter control strategy. The research examined 
the economics of the disease including attitudes at both farm and national levels 
using a combination of statistical, economic and mathematical modelling 
techniques. A survey of TB breakdown farms found a large variation in the cost 
to cattle farmers owing to the heterogeneity of agricultural systems. A systems 
simulation model was designed and utilised to investigate the costs over time of 
a TB breakdown regarding management decisions and their influence on the 
possible hidden costs associated with movement restrictions. Logistic regression 
analysis regarding the efficacy of farm level bio-security measures suggested 
that isolation of reactor cattle has a positive effect on reducing the within herd 
incidence but strip grazing could possibly lead to an increase. The attitudinal 
study suggested that there was little faith in the suggested government 
recommendations regarding bio-security but farmers were relatively satisfied 
with the current control strategy, the preferred strategy being vaccination of 
cattle. Finally, alternative control policies were designed and modelled, 
demonstrating that any initiative based on badger culling would not currently be 
economically viable due to the high cost of implementation compared to the 
reduction in bovine TB required for such a strategy to break even.

◆ Dr Graham Cairns, Course Scheme Manager for Interior 
Design and Interior Architecture, obtained his doctorate from 
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid for the thesis ‘Advertising 
and Architecture: the shift from semiotics to phenomenology’.

This work is an investigation into contemporary strategies 
in advertising and retail architecture. It argues that over the 
past 40 years there have been three significant reformulations 
in the nature of advertising that have been subsequently 
mirrored in the realm of commercial architecture.

Initially employing ideas that came to the fore in the 
1960s, it analyses adverts and retail architecture through the 
medium of semiotics. However, it argues that to understand 
the new wave of adverts and commercial buildings that 
emerged in the 1980s it is necessary to employ concepts 
stemming from post-structural literary theory. Finally, it 
suggests that in order to understand how more recent 
adverts and commercial buildings function in communicative 
terms it is necessary to employ a method of analysis based on 
phenomenology.
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ARMER AND TV presenter 
Adam Henson has a clear 
message for anyone going in 
to farming – acquire a full 

range of skills.
“The industry needs to attract 

bright, intelligent students. People 
who will embrace everything from 
precision technology to marketing and 
commercial aspects, as well as practical 
knowledge,” he says.

Adam gave his clarion call to a 
packed auditorium at Writtle College 
when he was guest speaker at the 
invitation of Essex Agricultural 
Society.

He, himself, is a prime example of a 

multi-tasker. He combines running the 
Cotswold Farm Park for rare breeds, 
plus an adjacent farm, with work as a 
presenter on BBC1’s Countryfile 
programme and numerous other 
media commitments.

When Arena approached him for an 
interview, his diary was full for the 
coming week, but, accommodatingly, 
suggested we ring him next day around 
7.30am when he would be on a train 
travelling to his first assignment of the 
day.

Despite the early hour, his 
enthusiasm for his subject just 
bubbled down the phone: 

“Gone are the days when the less 
well educated fell into farming. We’re 
now part of a supply chain from 
primary producer to end consumer. 

“We need to have the ability to 
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BBC-1 Countryfile presenter 
Adam Henson was a recent 
guest speaker at the College 
– stressing the need for the 
industry to attract bright, 
intelligent students. We caught 
up with him a few weeks later 
to find out more…

Father and son… 
Adam, left, and his 
father Joe on the 
Cotswold farm
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claim the right grants, fill in forms, 
know about exchange rates and 
monetary matters, as well as keeping 
up with new technology.”

Thinking like an entrepreneur is in 
Adam’s blood. His father, Joe, was a 
tenant farmer in the Cotswolds in the 
early sixties, mainly arable, but because 
of his love of animals, also included 
modest herds of Gloucester old spot 
pigs, shire horses and Cotswold sheep. 

In 1971 he made a leap of faith by 
acquiring some of Whipsnade Zoo’s 
unwanted rare breeds, making him an 
early pioneer of a mixed use farm.

Friends thought him mad, says 
Adam, but his instincts were right. 
These days, Cotswold Farm Park, near 
Stow on the Wold, is firmly established 
as a family day out. 

Some 70,000 visitors a year come to 

see its rare breeds of cattle, pigs, 
goats, sheep, horses, poultry and 
wildfowl and to learn more about 
farming and conservation..

Those early days on the farm have 
stayed with Adam: “It was an 
exciting, varied farm. It was a 
beautiful place to come home to,” he 
says.

When his father retired, Adam 
took over, along with college friend 
and business partner Duncan 
Andrews. They also farm some 3,000 
acres, mainly wheat, oil-seed rape 
and spring barley.

But Adam also loves sharing his 
enthusiasms for farming via 
Countryfile, which he joined eight 
years ago, and various Radio 4 
farming programmes. His 
knowledge and relaxed manner 

make him a natural communicator, 
and more recently he has been on 
BBC2’s hugely popular Lambing Live 
with Kate Humble.  

Adam has the Thespian in his genes 
– his grandfather Leslie Henson was a 
comedian, his father presented a 
countryside programme with Angela 
Rippon and Phil Drabble, and his 
uncle is actor Nicky Henson. 

But first and foremost Adam sees 
himself as a farmer and part of an 
industry meeting the burgeoning 
needs of an ever-expanding world 
population. 

“Big, arable farms already have 
machinery with satellite dishes that tell 

them which field they’re in, and on 
board computers to calculate the most 
efficient way to work the field,” he said.

“Fertiliser spreaders are run by 
computers using soil sampling and 
mapping data.”

Precision farming is good for the 
environment and the farmer’s bottom 
line, he says, and will continue to 
develop: “It may not be long before 
these farms have a central control 
tower like at an airport.” 

As often, America leads the way in 
scale. The following week Adam was 
flying to the US to visit a dairy unit 
with 32,000 cows. “They’re all indoors 
with a huge, rotary milking parlour 
operating 24 hours a day.

“There’s a 6,000 strong herd 
planned for Lincolnshire, which is tiny 
by comparison.”

Vertical farming interests Adam 
too, with fruit and vegetables growing 
hydroponically in urban high rises – 
farmscrapers. 

But, wherever the future of farming 
leads, Adam wants to be part of it: “I’m 
a lucky man getting up each morning 
to do something I absolutely love,” he 
says.

He doesn’t see that changing. 

w farming generation 
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◆ CHRIS NEWENHAM knows Writtle like the back of his 
hand. He is farms director at Wilkin & Sons Ltd, famous for 
its Tiptree jams, but first encountered Writtle when he left 

his home in County Cork in the late 1980s to study for 
an HND in commercial horticulture. He returned 

to undertake a BSc in Agriculture before 
completing his MBA there six years ago.

“You could say I’ve been there man and 
boy,” says Chris, who’s been a Writtle 
governor for the last 18 months. “I had a 
wonderful time as a student and it helped to 
provide a solid grounding for my career. The 
MBA was undertaken part-time over a couple 
of years and was a tremendous experience, 
and jolly hard work. It’s helped to give me a 
much deeper understanding of the business 
side of our operation.”
 As farms director, he is custodian of over 1,000 

acres of which around 300 acres is intensive fruit. 
The firm harvests in excess of 450 tonnes of 

strawberries every year but also 
grows a much broader range of 

crops including raspberries, 
blackberries, boysenberries 

and Morello cherries. It 
also now sells a 

significant proportion 
of its fresh fruit 

through selected 
branches of 

Waitrose. 

He has a full-time staff of just seven but employs around 
450 – including around 300 Eastern Europeans –at peak 
season during June and July. Some of the older “caravan” 
pickers have worked there during the harvest for more than 
45 years.

Outside of work, he enjoys family life with wife Rachel 
and his three children – the youngest of whom is 18-month-
old Beatrice. “We live on the Blackwater estuary and with 
any spare time I have, I like to shoot, although I’m a 
miserable shot! I love getting back to the West of Ireland to 
fish, though opportunities are few and far between these 
days, and I like to do a bit of kayaking and wind surfing on 
the estuary when time permits.”

Some of that spare time is also devoted to being a 
Writtle governor. “Among other things, I chair the College 
Farm group, which makes recommendations to the senior 
management team on the farms strategy and structure.

“More recently we’ve looked in some detail at the 
livestock and the arable side of the estate. The pig unit has 
been revamped and restocked – with a renewed emphasis 
on research and academic outputs. The arable side is now 
being farmed under a cropping licence with Essex Farms.”

Those changes are typical of the way Writtle is moving on 
– and he says it’s now a leaner and more efficient place as a 
result. “The next few years are going to be exceptionally 
challenging for all educational institutions but I got involved 
not because it was easy but because I wanted to put 
something back in to a place that has given me so much 
over such a long time.

“There are undoubtedly fantastic opportunities in our 
industry for people with the right mindset. That’s the 
challenge for Writtle, which is in a prime position to 
produce well motivated people of calibre who are bright, 
innovative and committed to the future of our industry.”

Writtle’s 25 governors work tirelessly for the College, as 
ambassadors, advisors and custodians. Over the next 
three pages, independent members of the Governing 
Board have been talking about their roles and why they 
give their time so freely to oversee its success
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◆ SEED SCIENTIST Professor Hugh Pritchard has been to five 
countries on four continents in the last three months. 

First was Taiwan. Then came Finland, China, Hong Kong and 
finally Costa Rica. It’s all part of his work as head of research in 
seed conservation at the Royal Botanic Gardens at Wakehurst 
Place, north of Brighton, in Sussex.

His department is responsible for the development, 
management and delivery of the Millennium Seed Bank project 
– launched in 2000 – the international conservation effort aimed 
at providing an insurance policy against the extinction of the 
world’s plants by storing seeds for future use.

In April 2007, it collected its billionth seed – an African 
bamboo – and a year ago it reached 10 per cent of the world’s 
wild plants with a species of pink banana from the Yunnan 
province in Western China. That’s around 25,000 species so far. 
Before the last 10 years’ work, it had already conserved 97 per 
cent of the UK’s flora.

“We’re trying to provide safe storage for a genetically 
representative and diverse collection of seeds at a time when 
60,000 to 100,000 species of plant are faced with the threat of 
extinction,” said Hugh. 

He’s worked at Wakehurst Place since 1982 – first in an 
Elizabethan mansion, parts of which dated back to 1590, and, 
for more than 10 years in the new, open-plan, state-of-the-art, 
concrete, glass and steel structure.

He also teaches at the University of Bedfordshire and is an 
honorary professor at the University of Sussex. He brings his 
huge experience to his role as a Governor at Writtle College, a 
position he’s held since March 2008.

As a governor on the College Farm group and the Personnel 
and Remuneration Committee, Hugh says “I’m one of the few 
academics and I take the role seriously. My particular interest is 
in providing value for money and quality of service to students. 
We’ve completed our look at the farms – with the help of 
students – and we’re turning our attention now to horticulture.”

Hugh’s interest in becoming a governor was sparked after 
being asked to examine a PhD thesis. When on site, he spotted a 
notice about becoming a governor. “I knew from my training 
that the management of the external environment – the 
landscape – is becoming a crucial factor in the sustainability of 
people in the UK.”

He predicts the rapid growth of some economies will strain 
water and fuel resources worldwide. “At the moment we buy 
what we want but it won’t always be so straightforward. That 
means it is fundamentally important to manage our 
environment far better now and that’s where Writtle has a key 
role to play.

“There is a shortage too of young seed scientists, which also 
links back to Writtle. All agricultural production comes back to 
the use of seeds – in which there’s a $37 billion annual global 
trade.”

For Hugh, Writtle is on the right lines, providing students in a 
sector that clearly needs to grow. “The issue is one of continuing 
to compete. We can’t take our foot off the gas and real 
opportunities can come from promoting the work we do. We 
need to do more.” 

Safe deposit… 
Hugh at Kew and, 
inset, the Millennium 
Seed Bank in Sussex
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E ◆ ADRIAN PECK has been in farming all his 
life. At the age of 21, his father handed over 
the running of the 750-acre Dry Drayton 
estate to him – and the 59-year-old has 
worked at the Cambridgeshire farm ever 
since.

For the last two years, he’s also been a 
governor at Writtle College, putting his 
career experience – and his involvement 
with a range of national agricultural 
organisations – at the disposal of the 
institution.

“My grandfather bought the farm in 
1950 and my father later started up the 
well-known Dry Drayton herd of Welsh 
pigs, shown regularly at the Royal and 
Smithfield shows. He was also a pioneer of 
barley beef, growing the barley on the farm 
as well. Livestock was phased out during 
the 70s and I have to say I was very pleased. 
I’ve always been more of an arable man 
myself.”

The farm has a range of industrial units 
as well as a total of around 10,500 sq ft of 
air-conditioned office for rent.

Adrian, managing director of Dry 
Drayton since his father’s death in the 
mid-90s, handed over the day-to-day 
running of the farm seven years ago to son 
James, a former student at Writtle. James 
has built up the business, now called PX 
Farms, with shared farming arrangements 
covering more than 3,500 acres– as well as 
running seven articulated lorries and a 
25,000-tonne grain storage business.

Adrian, now splitting his time between a 
cottage on the farm and a new home he’s 
had built on the Norfolk coast, says 
“Although I’m not an academic person 
myself, I think people should have a good 
education. At the governors’ meetings, I can 
be quite firm and, at times, outspoken. I’m 

incredibly interested in budgets, which are 
very important in running any business.

“I’m serving on the College’s Finance 
and General Purposes Committee and I’m 
also involved with the new Business 
Development Group, looking at ideas for 
generating income through the better use of 
College buildings for consideration by the 
senior management team.”

He’s impressed with the wide range of 
experience and expertise among the 
governors and is optimistic about the 
College’s future. “Many areas are recruiting 
growing numbers of students – with 
agriculture up 30 per cent this year,” 
he said. “Writtle’s changing and 
will continue to change to keep 
abreast of developments – our 
design school is a great 
example of that. That’s where 
we want Writtle in the future, 
embracing change and 
keeping up the teaching 
challenge. Writtle must never 
rest on its laurels. In the 
current climate, it will 
always face financial 
challenges, along with 
the rest of Britain’s higher 
education sector.

“But it sits in one of the 
richest parts of the country for 
agriculture and has a fantastic 
reputation in the equestrian world.  
If we get this right, we have the 
opportunity to go from strength  
to strength.”

Keeping it in the family  
Adrian with his son James,  
a former Writtle student

Some of the positions Adrian has held include:
◆  NFU Council member for Cambridgeshire for 12 

years and vice chairman of its Oils, Proteins and 
Fibres Committee

◆  Board member of the Home-Grown Cereals Authority
◆  Board member of the Processors and Growers 

Research Organisation
◆  Founder member of the Assured Combinable Crops 

Scheme
◆  Board member of Cambridge Farmers Trading 

Company, founder chairman of the West Essex 
Farmers and Atlas Agriculture.
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IT’S AN EXCITING time for equine students and 
staff at Writtle.

In the last few months, a £1m equine facility 
has opened and the College is gearing itself up as 
a potential training camp for equestrian teams in 
the London 2012 Olympics.

Senior lecturer Pennie Wallace explained “The 
new facilities include an international-size indoor 
school and an equine therapy barn, which has a 
hydrotherapy spa to treat horses for minor 
injuries. 

“That’s important for our BSc (Hons) course 
in Equine Sports Therapy – which we started a 
couple of years ago. We now have more than 30 
first-year students, double the number we started 
with.”

Opened in the Spring by former international 
dressage rider Lucinda McAlpine, the facilities 
mean far more work is possible inside – very 
helpful in bad weather – with more space for 
teaching as well as making more events and 
competitions possible too. 

Over the next 12 months, more equipment is 
being installed, including a solarium to help 
warm horses’ muscles up, magnetic therapy rugs 
and Equissage, a pad that vibrates and massages 
the horse’s back. These facilities also widen the 
opportunities for students and staff to undertake 
research for the benefit of the equine industry and 
associated businesses.

The new indoor school is being used for events 
run in conjunction with Ingatestone and 
Blackmore Riding Club, based at Writtle. During 
the summer, one of the British Equestrian 
Federation’s 15 regional Futurity events – to 
evaluate potential international talent in young, 
unbroken sports horses – was held at Writtle for 
the first time. “The Writtle event attracted over 70 
entries – one of the largest fields in the country – 
and they are very keen to come back next year,” 
said Pennie. 

Students presented some of the College-
produced young horses, bred at Lordships Stud, 
and three qualified for the National Futurity 
Championships for Eventing young stock at 
Osberton. “The young horses did extremely well, 
finishing second, fifth and seventh in their 
respective championship classes.” 

£1m boost for equine studies

◆ Pennie is also involved with the Essex 
County Council initiative to attract Olympic 
teams from around the world to organise 
their Pre Games Training Camps in the 
county. “There are 19 possible approved 
locations across Essex for a range of sports 
– but only two currently for equestrian 
teams. We’re just at the point of sending 
out our brochure and details – spelling out 

our skills, expertise and the fantastic 
facilities here. If we’re successful in 
attracting a team – the Canadian team has 
stayed with us before – it would be a 
brilliant experience for students, as well as 
generating College income and opening up 
the possibility of further international links. 
It’s a tremendous springboard of 
opportunity.”

The big day… 
Writtle’s new equine 
facilities are opened 
by Lucinda McAlpine 
and, main picture, 
Pennie outside the 
international-sized 
school



Sunshine garden…
Ben Wincott in the 2010 Chelsea Flower 
Show garden he designed and built

Show double 
for College
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FURTHER EDUCATION floristry 
secured a Silver-Gilt Grenfell award at 
Hampton Court Flower Show with its 
Shabby Chic themed display in the 
Vintage England Floristry category. 

Flowers were supplied by Sweet 
Peas and Bumble Bees, 
sweetpeasandbumblebees.co.uk. 

Landscape and Garden Design 
student Fay Dyke, above, also won a 
Silver-Gilt Grenfell award at the show 
in the Inspiring Space category for her 
striking 2m x 2m garden, Mothing 
Under Moonlight, designed to attract 
vanishing moths and butterflies. 

It was sponsored by Hanging 
Garden Nursery, based in Writtle, 
where Fay works part-time during her 
studies.

Anniversary inspires
Chelsea garden 



Lecturer’s team nets 
international award

27

LECTURER Ruth Catlow is bringing 
her experience of digital art and design 
– including a win in a global 
competition last year – to students on 
campus.

Ruth, who works part-time 
alongside her role as co-director of the 
innovative, artist-run Furtherfield 
agency in North London, is part of the 
agency team that won the 2009 
International Grand NetArt prize run 
by the Machida Museum of Graphic 
Arts in Tokyo.

Ruth said “The award was for 
VisitorsStudio, a piece of software that 
is essentially an online public space for 
creating audio visual collages with 
other people. It’s a bit like making a 
film in real time using files that you 
upload.”

The agency was formed in 1997 and, 
says Ruth, works with art technology 
and social networks. Each year it has 
up to 3,000 people participating in its 
projects –and has a 26,000-strong 
subscriber base. It has worked with the 
BBC – including the organisation’s first 
participatory project called Skin Strip 
– and is currently involved with a 
project called Zero Dollar Laptop, 
which involves working with people 
from under-privileged backgrounds on 
art technology and the environment.

“We recycle laptops, working with 
free and open-source software and then 
do really creative things with it,” said 
Ruth, who manages two art and design 
courses at Writtle. “At the end of it, 
participants take the laptop away with 
them, and the skills and imagination 
to put them to good use.”

She is also responsible for new 
degrees in Fine Art and the 
Environment – one at Masters level – 
which start next September.

“I was originally invited to Writtle as 
an external examiner and was 
completely bowled over by the place. 
The academic culture here, in these 
gorgeous surroundings with people 
who know all about landscape and 

garden design and land science, 
connects physical craft, aesthetics and 
intellectual life. It’s an exciting place to 
be.”

Her commercial life helps inform 
her Writtle work. “I do feel like I am 
running two full-time lives but the 
relationship between Writtle and 
Furtherfield is incredibly productive. I 
am quite greedy for stimulation and 
they feed into each other well.”

The rest of the Art and Design 
teaching team - all with thriving 
professional lives outside of Writtle – 
includes:
◆ Michael Szpakowski – 

prizewinning and internationally 
exhibited artist and musician- 
specialising in digital video for the 
web.

◆ Dr Charlotte Frost – 
commissioning editor for a new 
academic book series about the 
future of art. Her doctorate is in Net 
Art history, art made on and 
distributed via the internet.

◆ Sue Jacobs – artist and design 
academic, who wrote the courses 
and is now also teaching interior 
design at another London college.

WRITTLE’S URBAN garden at this year’s 
Chelsea Flower Show took inspiration from a 
Victorian entrepreneur.

John Joseph Mechi was ahead of his time by 
pioneering new farming techniques, such as land 
drainage, and introducing new plants from 
abroad at his farm at Tiptree, Essex, in the 
mid-1900s.

Writtle horticulture course manager Ben 
Wincott, who designed the Chelsea garden, said: 
“We wanted to celebrate Mechi’s work, but with 
a modern twist that embodied his forward 
thinking.” 

The garden – themed Strawberries and 
Champagne – was sponsored by Wilkin & Sons 
Limited, who this year celebrated 125 years of 
jam making at Tiptree, where fruit is still grown 
on land once farmed by Mechi.

This year is also the 150th anniversary of the 
farming charity Mechi founded – the Royal 
Agricultural Benevolent Institution – and the 
garden incorporated a curving path with RABI’s 
motto ‘The Fruit of the Land Conserves Life’ 
engraved into the paving.

Interest in the garden was huge: “An ITV 
reporter started her piece at our garden, we 
featured on German and Iranian TV, and had a 
constant throng of visitors,” said Ben.

There was particular interest in a flowering 
medlar tree that produces a fruit like a cross 
between an apple and a quince. “It was popular 
in Victorian times for jam making, fell out of 
favour, but is now making a comeback,” said 
Ben. 

The garden took 17 months from design 
through to its build at Chelsea, undertaken by 
Writtle students in teams of six. It came in under 
its £19,000 budget.

“Creating the garden delivered fantastic 
interest and publicity for the College and our 
sponsor,” said Ben. “It was also a great learning 
experience for the students, who worked 
incredibly hard, putting in 14-hour days during 
the ten day build.”

Judges praised the garden and awarded it a 
Bronze, marking it down for not following part 
of the brief. A late delivery of the water features 
meant some of the build was put on hold. “It 
cost us marks,” said Ben, who is now focused on 
Chelsea 2011. The College has applied for the 
Lifelong Learning category in the main marquee. 
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IT’S BEEN A bumper year for the School of Sport, Equine and 
Animal Sciences at Writtle.

More than 200 students have embarked on undergraduate and 
postgraduate degrees with numbers enrolling on the animal 
science and animal management degrees 30 per cent over target.

Dr Jes Scaife, Head of Sport, Equine and Animal Sciences, puts 
that down to a range of factors including developments in College, 
the new animal care unit set to open next year, the links forged with 
other organisations and the range of visits students undertake. 
“They see these as courses with a lot of variety,” said Jes. 

“One aspect we feel gives us strength on the animal courses is 
that we have worked hard to build good contacts with zoos, which 
allows us to have a focus on companion and zoo animals. One 
option students can take, animal science or management with 
companion and zoo animals is increasingly popular.”

These are just some of the degrees on offer in the School – 
which also include sport and exercise performance as well as 
equine studies, equine breeding and stud management, human 
and equine sport performance and equine sport therapy, another 
very popular degree this year.

Staff in the School, created three years ago, are working 
strongly as a team – with people teaching across subject divides, 
says Jes. “We know our industries well – so Writtle has an excellent 
blend of the practical, the business and the academic. Equine 
courses are our biggest area but our animal courses have really 
grown this year.”

Taught Masters programmes are being reviewed. “We are 
playing to our strengths and targeting gaps in the markets with 
our new courses,” says Jes. “From next year, we will be offering 
Masters programmes in Livestock Production Science, Animal 
Welfare and Conservation, Animal Health Science and Applied 
Equine Science”. 

In sport, degrees are based around coaching and training – 
with the focus on the science of performance within sport, how an 
individual’s performance can be enhanced through understanding 
their physiology and psychology. In the three-strong sports team, 
one has a PhD and is looking at the psychology of training, one is 
undertaking PhD research in cyclo-cross and the third has a 
Masters in human and equine sports science and is a qualified 
personal trainer and sports massage therapist. They have strong 
links with sports organisations and are developing research and 
consultancy in sports performance.

“We’ve real achievements to celebrate,” said Jes. “As well as two 
staff achieving their PhD, we have established a Centre for Exercise 
and Health and have a new equine facility, funded by the Higher 
Education Funding Council. This year we were also awarded four 
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council student 
placements. 

“We’re steadily increasing our research capacity and staff and 
some of our students are presenting at national and international 
conferences. This year, two students have been awarded sought-
after Association of Commonwealth Universities scholarships to 
study here. We’re delighted with that and hope for even more in 
the future.”

        Growing  
appeal
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HEAD OF THE School of Sustainable Environments Caroline 
Flanagan is custodian of a great Writtle heritage.

In her area of the College, undergraduate and postgraduate 
courses are offered in horticulture, agriculture, art and design, 
interior design, landscape and garden design, conservation and 
business management. A BA degree is also offered in floristry. In 
all, there are around 580 students in the School.

“We’ve amalgamated some of the subjects for which Writtle has 
become so well-respected and which we’ve been providing since 
our inception in 1893,” says Caroline. “Agriculture and 
horticulture are the backbone of what we do and we are the 
biggest provider of undergraduate horticulture courses in the 
country. The rest of the School’s activities have evolved from that.”

“Conservation is necessarily part of what you do if you manage 
land. Our conservation management course is strongly science 
oriented and involves a firm grounding in ecological principles.”

“Business management has grown through having very good 
staff delivering business modules on the rest of our courses that 
need that input. We felt we could put together a distinctive 
business management course and it’s proving very popular, 
particularly with international students.”

Change is what Writtle does well, says Caroline, but it does that 
while providing something that meets sector requirements.” We 
aim to produce people who are employable and we work closely 
with industry to ensure that. There are some fantastic students 
graduating from Writtle and we get great feedback from their 
employers.”

One big recent change has been the restructuring of the 
College farm – now run by a new team. Originally just 75 hectares, 
students now have access to 1,800 hectares of farmed land – which 
hosts multiple trials for various commercial companies.

There’s a new herd of 50 beef heifers, 150 turkeys, a flock of 
commercial sheep and the pig unit has been restocked and now 
has 84 sows and the first batch of new piglets. “It’s a big 
investment and is now more modern and appropriate for higher 
education – as well as serving further education better.”

Among the School graduates this year were:
◆ AMANDA WREN, who gained a BSc Hons (Conservation & 
Environment) and carried out her dissertation study in 
collaboration with Hylands Park on the ecology of veteran 
trees.  She presents her findings at the 2011 British Ecological 
Society conference.

◆ Agriculture graduates RACHEL BUSH, RORY KISSOCK, DAN 
WORMELL and JAMES WOMBWELL represented the College in 
the national ‘Cereals Challenge’ competition, responsible for 
growing a plot of winter wheat. They beat teams from five of the 
other largest Agricultural colleges in the country to secure first 
place.

◆ SIMON LEE and DECLAN GALLAGHER both received first 
class Honours degrees in Landscape and Amenity Management 
and have returned to their jobs as Head and Deputy of the 
Corporation of London’s City Parks.
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Animal magic
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A NEW, £1m animal care unit is on the way 
at Writtle College, creating three times more 
space for students to work in – and room for 
a larger range of animals too.

Head of faculty for animal management 
and work-based learning Gillian Griffin says 
the huge increase will help to cater for the 
growing number of students signing up for 
the animal and equine courses on offer.

“We’ve just started to plan the design and 
fine detail of the fit-out of the new unit – 
which will be housed in a refurbished and 
redesigned building on campus. It’s an 
exciting project that we hope will be up and 
running by the start of the next academic 
year.

“We’re creating rooms to suit specific 
purposes and animals housed there will 
include snakes, iguanas, piranhas, slugs, 
tarantulas and axolotls – as well as sugar 
gliders and chipmunks. The present unit 
has a wide range of the more normal 
animals – including chinchillas, guinea pigs, 
rabbits, ponies, goats, sheep, chickens, 
lambs and turkeys.”

The new unit is part of the faculty’s 
strategy to increase Further Education 
student numbers – currently around 700. 
Most are post-GCSE working in College and 
on work experience – other parts of the work 
the faculty does is with local schools for  
the 14-16 year-old age range. The faculty 
operates a dog grooming parlour and runs 
veterinary nursing courses.

A range of equine courses is also on offer, 
including options with work placements in 
local yards gaining hands-on experience.

“What this faculty provides is a starting 
point for young students – some of whom 
are disaffected and yet to achieve academic 
success – for careers in animal care and 
health,” said Gillian. “Many progress to 
higher-level courses and at our last Ofsted 
inspection, we received very positive 

responses from them. We also work with 
industry as part of our efforts to meet their 
needs – and we want to do more in that area. 
We want to become a centre of excellence for 
what we do. 

“The reason we are here and the reason 
we do all this is to encourage our students 
to reach their full potential.”A student who 
started on a Level 2 course bumped into 
Gillian at the recent Badminton Horse 
Trials. “She was a shy student initially and 
had not done well at school. Part way 
through her course she wanted to leave but 
was persuaded to stay. Seven years later she 
has just completed her Masters degree at 
Writtle. That’s a great feeling.”

Among other faculty plans are courses 
for pet owners – with evening classes 
arranged in response to requests from local 
people, as well as those wanting to do 
British Horse Society exams or  
learning more about their 
hobby.
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STRONGER LINKS with schools in Essex is 
one of this year’s priorities for Tom Cole, head 
of faculty, for Writtle’s land-based Further 
Education courses.

Tom, who joined the College a year ago 
from Capel Manor College in Enfield, has 
responsibility for horticulture, countryside 
and agriculture at this level – and after a 
recent restructuring now looks after art and 
design, floristry and sport too.

“People sometimes feel that further 
education is just for those who are not high 
achievers,” said Tom. “That idea is simply not 
true. It certainly is there for anyone needing 
support but there are lots of students with 
good qualifications wanting a greater 
practical insight. We’re trying to make sure 
the range of qualifications meets the needs of 
employers and have developed a strong 
offering that we continue to improve.”

Around 900 students – 500 of whom are 
full-time – are enrolled on the 60 courses the 
faculty offers, ranging from age 14 to mature 
students wanting a change of career. 

“Our relationship with local schools is 
growing. At Plume School in Maldon we are 
providing a work-based qualification in 
horticulture and we’re half-way through a 
two-year Level One programme with 10 
children. It’s a day a week and their work is 
enhancing the school grounds and local park 
areas –so they are actually putting something 
back into the community as well.”

At Highlands School in Chelmsford, some 
14 to 16 year olds are taking an 
environmental and land-based diploma for 
one day a week over two years, alongside 
GCSE studies. “It’s run partly at Writtle and 
it’s had rave reviews with100 per cent 
retention,” said Tom. “We’ll find out soon if 
they want to stay in this vocational area and 
study at the College for Further or Higher 
Education.”

Changes continue to be made across the 

faculty, said Tom. “Work-based learning has 
been under the radar recently but is becoming 
more important. We run apprenticeships in 
sports turf – for green keepers and 
groundsmen – and we’re pushing that into 
other areas like horticulture and landscape 
maintenance, floristry and sport.”

Sport is a growing area of College activity 
and Tom’s team has a brand new, two-year 
Level 3 Extended National Diploma course in 
Outdoor Adventure for people looking to 
develop academic understanding and skills 
required for the delivery and leadership of 
outdoor adventure activities. And the floristry 
team is working with local societies and 
church groups to promote its one-day and 
short course offerings. “We’ve been talking to 
the local church in Writtle, supporting them 
in terms of flower arrangements in the 
church. Our staff and students are involved.

 “In countryside and horticulture, we are 
working with areas of special needs – people 
who may be disaffected, have physical or 
mental health issues. We work with around 
50 such students in relatively small groups 
from a range of schools in the county.

 “Although we have a mainstream 
programme, we can make particular courses 
special in some way – adding value where it is 
needed. For those not wanting a qualification, 
we offer short courses or routes into 
mainstream courses as an associate student, 
so the curriculum is quite flexible.”
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ESSEX SCHOOLCHILDREN and their teachers turned 
out in their thousands for the latest Food and Farming 
Day at Writtle.

Organised with Essex Agricultural Society and Essex 
County Council, the aim is to educate and entertain 
primary schoolchildren in a way that helps them 
understand better the food chain and the role played by 
farming in the county.

Guy Smith, from Essex Agricultural Society and 
chairman of the event steering group, said “All of us, 
including the 200 farmers who give up their time to 
show schools around the show, recognise that children 
are our future consumers and it’s also important for us 
to educate them about where their food comes from, 
how it is produced and how the countryside is managed. 
That’s what we aim to do across all of our five zones – 
machinery, crops, livestock, food and countryside.

“If you want to engage the 3,000 children who 
attend, you can’t just talk at them and shows boards of 
information. We don’t just tell children chips come 
from potatoes – we dig the spuds up, slice them, fry 
them and then let the kids try them. We have a stage 

where a chef who is great at talking to children, 
demonstrates different dishes.

“In the countryside zone, one of the exhibits was a 
range of wonderful butterflies, which they find truly 
engaging.”

Work has already started on next year’s event – with 
invitations going out to schools across the county. “We 
always get a big response and we’re over-subscribed 
almost immediately, which tells us we are supplying 
something that’s in demand,” said Guy. “We also send 
out briefing materials beforehand to help prepare the 
children for the day.

“We are always keen on feedback – which is very 
positive. The biggest comment is that it’s too busy – but 
making it less busy would mean inviting fewer children, 
not something we want to do.”

A taste of the country…
Above, children try out freshly-made flapjacks;  
left, Essex Agricultural Society’s Guy Smith; right, 
Belinda the sheep at the shearing demonstration
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Food focus switches to 2011



Madagascar, 
here I come

Students launch guide series

Four share in Geoff’s fund

The guide and Andy, left,  
with Sam, Amy and Xanthe

THE EXCELLENCE of 
Writtle’s Conservation 
Management teaching has been 
highlighted by MSc student 
Vicki Betts securing a place on 
a highly prestigious field course 
in Madagascar. 

Only one of the other 17 
students on the course is from 
the UK, with the rest from 
universities across Europe and 
Africa. 

Vicki said “My success 
shows how highly the course at 
Writtle is regarded, as recruits 
on to this field course are 
generally biology graduates. 
Clearly the Tropical Biology 
Association recognises the 
knowledge and skills the MSc 
at Writtle has taught me.” 

Vicki, who has just 
completed her dissertation, will 
be studying tropical biology 
and conservation and will be 
taught by an international 
team of top scientists. 

The field course is run by 
the TBA, a non-governmental, 
non-profit organisation with 
offices in Cambridge and 
Nairobi. It will be held during 
the early part of the wet season 
in Kirindy Forest, which 
supports at least seven species 
of lemur and other endemic 
mammals, such as the fossa, 
Madagascar’s largest predator.

Vicki said “Madagascar is 
very special biologically because 
of its high number of endemic 
species – at least 80 per cent are 
found nowhere else in the 
world. 

“I’m so excited about this 
once in a lifetime opportunity.”
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WRITTLE COLLEGE horticulture students have worked with a 
top British company to produce a practical guide to preparing 
and laying topsoil. 

The booklet, Working with Topsoil – the Landscaper’s Guide, was 
commissioned by TOPSOIL, a division of British Sugar. 

It is the first in a series designed to help professionals get the 
best from their topsoil and covers important factors in receiving, 
storing and using topsoil in landscaping projects. 

Andy Spetch, National Topsoil Manager for British Sugar 
TOPSOIL, said “I enjoyed working with the students and the end 
result looks impressive and professional.” 

Simon Grundy, lecturer in Horticulture, said the three 
students who worked on the project – Sam Hudson, Amy Lynch 
and Xanthe Crewe – had benefitted greatly, under the guidance 
of Simon Watkins, lecturer in horticulture. 

“Taking a brief, copy writing, teamwork and desktop 
publishing are all useful skills to acquire outside the 
curriculum,” said Simon 

The guide is available free from the TOPSOIL website:  
www.bstopsoil.co.uk. 

GEOFF HAMILTON’S New Gardeners’ Foundation has 
awarded £1,000 bursaries to four Writtle Horticulture 
students. 

Geoff is still fondly remembered as presenter of 
Gardener’s World from 1979 till his death in 1996, and his 
widow, Lynda, and twin brother, Tony Hamilton, presented 
the bursaries to the students to help pay course fees and 
living expenses. 

Because of the large number and high standard of 
applications, the Board of Trustees decided to split the 
£4,000 bursary four ways this year.

The successful students were Sarah Tull, FdSc 
Horticulture, Paul Bassett, BSc Hons  Horticulture, Alex 
New, EDEXCEL National Diploma, and Jack Conway, 
EDEXCEL National Diploma.

The Foundation has worked with Writtle for a number of 
years. Further information about Geoff’s life and work at:  
www.Barnsdalesgardens.co.uk.
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TUDENTS FROM Japan, 
  Norway, Brunei and South  
 Korea are among those from 

almost 60 countries who have joined 
the new intake of Freshers at Writtle 
this year. The College’s global 
reputation is expanding 
with international graduates forging 
successful careers in a wide range of 
fields related to the specialist 
programmes they follow at Writtle.

Now Writtle’s popularity as a top 
choice to study agriculture, design, 
conservation, postharvest technology, 
floristry, equine and animal science, 
horticulture and business is set to 
grow still further with international 
universities expressing interest in 
setting up formal progression 
agreements with the College.

According to Writtle’s Director of 
Marketing Caroline Benyon, who has 
been working closely with the 
international team at Essex County 
Council to establish new partnerships 
in the Jiangsu Province of China, 
among others, “We have forged very 
promising new relationships over the 
past year and we are really delighted at 
the prospect of formalising our links 
with some very prestigious institutions 
in the coming months.”

Writtle’s academic staff have been 
playing a key role in flying the Writtle 
flag internationally too and have 
worked closely with the student 
recruitment team, representing the 
College in Japan, India, South Korea 

Writtle’s international profile has grown significantly with 
academic experts increasingly involved in research and 
consultancy projects and students from around  
60 countries worldwide  

Going global 
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S and China to maximise opportunities 

for closer collaboration in those 
countries.

The College hopes that the new 
links will lead to regular cohorts of 
students joining undergraduate and 
postgraduate level programmes at 
Writtle from 2011 onwards. Another 
attraction of the arrangements will be 
the potential for staff exchanges with 
partner institutions and access to some 
exciting research prospects.

“With our academic staff involved 

in pioneering research and 
consultancy in South America, Africa, 
the Ukraine and Mauritius among 
so many others already, we are sure 
that the Writtle brand will continue to 
make its mark around the world. The 
new relationships that we have built 
will give us an even stronger global 
presence,” said Caroline.

The College is joining a trade 
mission to India in 2011 with business 
and recruitment opportunities already 
identified. The academic team will also 

❝ We have forged very 
promising new 
relationships over the past 
year and we are really 
delighted at the prospect of 
formalising our links with 
some very prestigious 
institutions in the coming 
months 

❞

be signing formal agreements with new 
partners in China and delivering lectures 
at universities in other countries who are 
keen to send their students to the UK.

“Our focus on international 
opportunities is proving very successful,” 
said Caroline. “For all those involved, 
nothing is more rewarding than having 
the opportunity to welcome 
international students and visiting 
lecturers from our overseas partners on 
campus after meeting them in their 
home countries.”
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Hands across the world… 
Clockwise from bottom left, Caroline Benyon with Lily Ling 
from Essex County Council in Wuxi Jiangsu, China; Mr Mi 
(second right) Vice-Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the 
Jiangsu Foundation for Education Excellence and Paul 
Beaschel of Epping Forest Education Consultancy (left) with 
Caroline Benyon, Martin Stimson and Dr Jes Scaife from the 
College during a special visit to develop a partnership 
agreement; new students celebrate arrival on campus at a 
welcome party; the Shanghai skyline; International 
Recruitment and Alumni Relations Officer Alexandra Nemeth 
talking through the opportunities with a future student

Here are the 57 countries that are home to 
international students at Writtle… 

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bermuda, 
Bhutan, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei, Bulgaria, 
Burma, Cameroon, Channel Islands, China, 

Colombia, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Ethiopia, Ghana, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, 
India, Indonesia, Iran, Isle of Man, Jamaica, 
Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Lebanon, Libya, 
Malawi, Malaysia, Mauritania, Monaco, 
Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, 

Philippines, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, 
Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Korea, South 
Africa, Switzerland, Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, 
Trinidad & Tobago, Turkey, Turkmenistan, 
Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, USA, Vietnam 
and Zimbabwe.

AN A TO Z OF OUR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
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WRITTLE SCHOOL OF Design has 
secured a place in the top 10 of Britain’s 
art and design schools.

That’s according to the annual 
league table published by The Guardian 
newspaper – and the 2010 No 10 
placing comes just four years after the 
School was established.

Head of School Jeff Logsdon said 
“This is a major achievement by 
anyone’s standards. I’m very proud of 
the School and its staff and for the 
College support of the rapid 
development of our courses. It puts us 
up with the country’s best and is a clear 
indication that we have arrived at a 
point of genuine recognition of the 
quality we provide.”

A number of factors figure in the 
awards. They include:
◆ Student satisfaction – Writtle has a 

100 per cent rating
◆ Staff/student ratio – Writtle’s is 1:14
◆ Course spectrum – Writtle currently 

offers seven undergraduate and four 
postgraduate courses, with 
professional accreditation through 
the Landscape Institute. Next year, 
new courses – a BA in Architecture 
and a BA and MA in Fine Art and 
the Environment – will be added.

◆ Facilities available – Writtle’s include 

four major design studios.
Jeff says new, international staffing 

in recent years has also contributed to 
the creation of a new dynamic in the 
way the School’s disciplines work 
together. One of the latest is Xiandong 
Seng, from China, whose PhD is in 
virtual reality. He is an expert in 
computer-aided design and graphics.

“We have developed a good 
theoretical basis for a practice ethos – 
and schools who do that are known for 
their advanced thinking and recognised 
for progressive teaching and exemplary 
design programmes. However, we are 
not out to create the best school in the 
world – but to progress with a synergy 
in art, architecture and landscape as a 
pathway for our students so that 
private and public organisations can 
rely on our work.”

Since the School’s formation, its 
higher education student numbers have 
grown from 90 to around 200. In 
interior architecture and design, one of 
the major components of the course 
offering – student numbers have grown 
by 150 per cent. At the same time, the 
postgraduate programme in Landscape 
Architecture and Garden Design has 
increased to 45 Masters and PhD 
students.  

CELEBRITIES GALORE gathered for 
the Comfort Prima High Street 
Fashion Awards 2010 in aid of 
Breakthrough Breast Cancer. 

Singers and stars from the world of 
popular entertainment attend the 
event yearly, with guests all supporting 
and raising money for the charity 
whilst having a great night out.  

And beavering away in the 
background were the HE Professional 
Floristry students from Writtle 
College, who made around 600 pieces 
of floral jewellery for guests and 
celebrities attending the event, in 
London’s Battersea Park Evolution 
marquee.

It’s the third year the College has 
been involved with the event, said HE 
lecturer Jayne Hammond. “We work in 
the Comfort Zone, an area where 
people arrive and congregate before 
going on into dinner. We really enjoy 
talking to the guests about the craft of 
floristry and the courses offered by the 
College. Many of the ladies are from 
the Essex area and are enthusiastic 
about enhancing their outfit with a 
piece of bespoke floral jewellery  This 
year’s theme was flower charms for 
handbags and decorative rings.

“It’s a great event for the six 
students chosen to start their new 

academic year of study – they were 
invited by the event organisers to stay 
for the meal and see the awards show. 
They worked on the bases for the 
jewellery for about a month before the 
event. We decorate them with fresh 
flowers on the night and this year 
working to a specific colour theme. 
Students chose orchids, and 
chrysanthemums to create a real 
statement and very modern look. 

“We like to come up with new ideas 
– changing the styles of the jewellery 
linked to high street trends to keep it 
fresh.

“One spin-off has been an 
invitation to a recent charity event at 
the Landmark Hotel, London. It 
strengthens our good links with 
companies who specialise in large scale 
events and highlights real current 
industry creative opportunities for our 
students,” said Jayne.

The first cohort of BA students in 
Professional Floristry has just 
graduated from Writtle, one of only 
three Universities in the U.K. to offer 
this level of award. A new cohort of 
students has started for both the BA 
(Hons) top-up award and the 
Foundation Degree in Professional 
Floristry which includes this year a 
number of International students. 

Floral
gems

Straight in at No.10…

Showtime for design
Summer was here and the time was 
right for… Writtle School of Design’s 
premier annual exhibition. 

Wide-ranging work showcased 
undergraduate and postgraduate 
achievement in the School’s three main 
courses areas – digital art and design, 
interiors, landscape and garden design.

Hundreds attended the opening, 
including representatives from the 
Royal Society for the Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce and the 
Landscape Institute. 

The exhibition was open for three 
days – as well as during the summer for 
College open days.

Exhibition coordinator Ruth Catlow 

said “We pulled all the main areas 
together, each of them distinctive while 
allowing people to get a sense of the 
coherent culture at this unique place. 
We believe students here are part of 
something with different aspects that 
are rich and specialist. “

Exhibits from her own area of Digital 
Art and Design included a Machinima 
film (a film created within a game) 
– about how the student who spent 
much of her time playing online games 
found the borderline between her real 
and online life becoming blurred. 

 Some exhibits went on to the Free 
Range art exhibition in Brick Lane, 
London.

.
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Hand picked… 
Heidi in her Isle 
of Man shop

FLORIST HEIDI BAKER says her 
experience at Writtle was amazing – and 
still misses the place two years after 
leaving.

She now runs her own business from a 
shop – The Flower Studio – in an 
out-of-town shopping centre in St John’s 
in the middle of the Isle of Man and has 
recently taken over the management of a 
nearby plant centre.

“It’s going well so far,” says Heidi, who 
did a two-year Foundation degree in 
floristry at Writtle before a one-year top 
up to a BSc in horticulture. “I have always 
been interested in the environment and 
my dissertation was on the organic and 
Fairtrade side of things. I’ve tried to 
continue that since I opened the shop 18 
months ago.”

Heidi spent a year as the student 
gardener at Kellie Castle in Fife, where 
she received the craftsman garden award 
for organic gardening. She now has two 
part-time assistants and a delivery driver 
– plus help from family and friends at 
peak times like Mother’s Day and 
Christmas.

“The style of the shop is quite 
contemporary and if we use carnations 
and chrysanthemums, we try to make 
them look funky,” she said.

Writtle gave her a wealth of 
opportunities – including working in two 
florist shops in London and presenting a 
bouquet to the Queen at Chelsea. “The 
structured learning meant we covered the 
scientific, the horticultural as well as the 
artistic and creative side. That’s been 
really helpful. I still get a real buzz from 
the work and I love it when I open up the 
new flower deliveries. I don’t think I will 
ever be bored with that.” 
◆ For more information, Heidi’s website is 
www.flowerstudio.im

Business  
is blooming
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   S ONE OF WRITTLE’S most pioneering 
     research students, PhD scholar Sue 
        Phasey is tackling Postharvest in the 

Palestinian Territories. Her study is taking her into 
the Jordan Valley, the West Bank, Israel and Egypt. 

Sue also plans to visit Cyprus as the island has  
a similar profile in terms of agricultural produce  
and diet. 

This will provide important comparative data in a 
region that has to cope with high temperatures and 
serve both local and export markets successfully. 
She will also examine other regions of conflict and 
the handling of fresh produce in the Basque region, 
Bosnia, Afghanistan and Iraq although she is 
unlikely to visit the latter.

The doctoral research has been backed by the 
Leverhulme Trust which has provided the funds for 

Sue to conduct detailed international field research 
as well as supporting her with living and equipment 
expenses. 

“My research would have been confined to 
laboratory experiments and would not be applied to 
a real life situation such as I am examining in this 
research without the generous support of the 
Trust,” said Sue.

Before her PhD research at Writtle, Sue had 
experience of working overseas on a diplomatic 
mission as well as for various NGOs and via 
voluntary work. This was combined with work in the 
horticultural and food related field and it was the 
combination of these two aspects of her career that 
led to her embarking on her PhD.

Sue’s decision to focus on the Palestinian region 
for her research follows a long-standing interest in 

the Middle East and the issues, problems and 
aspirations of its people. 

“Much research has taken place on political and 
economic impact but there has been very little, if 
any, work or research undertaken on postharvest 
and conflict in a broad sense, particularly in the 
context of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict,” said Sue.

“I hope that I can gather enough data to quantify 
some of the quality and volume losses of key 
Palestinian crops in order to illustrate the dire 
effects of conflict on postharvest agriculture. 

“As well as livelihoods, my research will focus on 
the physiology and biochemistry of fresh produce 
when faced with such circumstances. For instance, 
produce might be left for hours in high 
temperatures because of bureaucratic or military 
issues, lack of cooling facilities and storage.”

“Much of the work that postharvest technologists 
undertake is geared towards supermarket quality 
standards and how to increase profitability. I would argue 
the case that we need to look firstly at more fundamental 
aspects of food security, particularly in poorer or 
developing regions, and those that are subject to conflict,” 
argues Sue Phasey who is conducting doctoral research 
with Writtle’s internationally-acclaimed Postharvest Unit
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On location… 
From top, Sue in the city of Nablus; 
fresh produce at a local market stall; 
and examining a road-side olive tree
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Once she has completed her research, Sue’s goal 
is that in addition to writing her thesis, she will also 
publish a specialist book on the issues. She hopes 
her research findings will help postharvest 
operations and trade in the Palestinian territories 
and her ultimate desired outcome is highly 
ambitious:

“On a wide scale, and perhaps requiring a large 
amount of hope, it’s to initiate some discussions 
between Palestinians and Israelis on fresh produce 
with a view to improving food security issues and 
ways to resolve some of the problems which could 
be beneficial to both communities.”

Sue anticipates that her research will highlight the 
enormous impact that conflict has on quality, 
movement, handling of and trading in fresh produce 
and will also highlight environmental stresses and 

impact of climate change on local produce.
In selecting projects to fund, the Leverhulme 

Trust recognises those that are original and that 
take appropriate risk among other essential criteria. 
Sue’s research proposal fitted the bill and its 
inter-disciplinary aspect, crossing boundaries of pure 
science, anthropology and politics all helped to 
achieve her success.

Writtle is supporting Sue’s PhD and she is a 
previous Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) 
Associate which she believes has opened many doors 
for her and she advises other graduates and 
business to look into the value of KTPs. 

Turn to page 14 for an overview of how 
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships can help 
business.
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